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a string without ctrl + v? I was working on a file of mine, i realized that i was writing a lot of lines and i needed a quick way to concatenate them. I figured a small shortcut for it and when i tried to run it i realized that every time I press ctrl + v to paste it was altering the line. So, is there any way to concatenate a line without ctrl + v? If you need the code, here it is: string:
var_dump($event['conversation']); Output: string(42) "D:\web\debug\inc\framework.php" The code: if(isset($event['conversation'])){ $string.= 'var_dump($event["conversation"]);'; }else{ $string.= 'var_dump("NULL");'; } A: I'd use str_replace. I'd recommend, though, using === for comparison. This won't pick up on the fact that var_dump returns a string and not NULL. The goal of this project is

to develop a novel, noninvasive method to assess atherosclerotic plaque burden, vulnerable plaque characteristics and plaque rupture risk in the coronary arteries. Our long-term 520fdb1ae7
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